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Photo courtesy Rob Lavinsky, iRocks.com, at Wikimedia 

Green Apophyllite and Pink Stilbite, from the Deccan Traps, India 

Among the more attractive affordable mineral specimens are zeolites and associated minerals 

from the Deccan Plateau basalts of India. The gigantic basalt flows date from  65 million years 

ago and, after significant erosion, are estimated to still contain 12,000 cubic miles of basalt.  

   Huge volcanic eruptions that created these basalts may be a cause of the mass extinction of 

dinosaurs and other animals and plants at the end of the Mesozoic era.   Much later, alkaline 

groundwater dissolved aluminum and silicates as it travelled though the basalt and deposited 

these minerals in vesicles (the empty spaces formed by gas bubbles in cooling basalt).  The basalt 

is quarried for construction material, and the minerals exposed are collected for sale (see pg 7). 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Apophyllite-Stilbite-54313.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deccan_Traps
http://massextinction.princeton.edu/deccan-volcanism/01-deccan-volcanism-adventure-science
http://news.berkeley.edu/2015/04/30/did-dinosaur-killing-asteroid-trigger-largest-lava-flows-on-earth/
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 The 2017 Delvers Board 

President – Fred Dexling 
    mdexling@verizon.net 
    562-425-0192 
Vice-President – Nancy Bird 
    nancyjbird@verizon.net 
Treasurer – Doreen Wong 
    doreencpa1@gmail.com 
Secretary – Teresa Taylor 
    tteresajeepster@yahoo.com 
Editor – Andrew Hoekstra 
    ajhoekstra@yahoo.com 

Director – Guynell Miller 
    guynellallen@sbcglobal.net 
Director – Dale Harwood 
    310-217-0551 

Taps from the Gavel – Fred Dexling, Delvers President 

The January meeting was a huge success. The society inducted four 

new members.  It's hopeful that we will add more this year. 

I am taking over the membership duties from Guynell Miller until 

someone volunteers.  Since membership badges are about used up, 

I will try to make new ones that will be issued to new members. 

Board Meeting Minutes, January 13th– Teresa Taylor 

The board approved a budget for 2017, but agreed that we need to 

consider changes to reduce the deficit. The treasurer will pay CFMS 

dues and rent to the church. We discussed the possibility of a show 

this year; we need a venue.  It was suggested that we might hold the 

show jointly with another club, such as LB.   The board approved 

co-signing a comment letter on the proposed fossil collection rules. 

Nancy and Dale were appointed as a committee to consider changes 

to membership dues (for 2018). 

General Meeting Minutes, January 13th 

The January meeting featured member “show & tell” of recent acquisitions.  Dale Harwood showed a 

large zinkenite w/pyrite from the San Jose Mine, Oruro, Bolivia, purchased at Jewel Tunnel. He also 

brought rare alabandite from Merelani (the source of tanzanite), Tanzania; Goethite after siderite 

from Mt. Malosa, Malawi; “condor agate” from Mendoza Province, Argentina;  a geode with quartz 

after anhydrite from San Juanito, Chihuahua, Mexico; stibnite from Baiut, Transylvania, Romania; 

manjiroite from the Wessels Mine, South Africa; yellow smithsonite from Philadelphia, Arkansas; 

sincosite with molybdenite and powellite from the Jardinera Mine, Inca de Oro, Chile;  siderite on 

muscovite mica from Hachupa, Pakistan; and colemanite from the Widow Mine by the ghost town  

of Ryan at Death Valley, California.     

Andrew Hoekstra brought a flat of 24 zeolites and other minerals from the Deccan Basalt of India 

(see the cover photo and on page 7) that he purchased at Quartzite for a crazy-low price. 

Chuck Pierce showed cabochons he made from chrysoprase and petrified dinosaur bone purchased a 

week earlier at Quartzite, and other pieces fashioned from quartz w/cacoxenite and rutilated quartz.   

Nancy Bird brought large polished amethyst quartz on a wood base, amazonite, a half-pound smoky 

quartz crystal, wavelite, and (with her UV-flashlight) fluorescent green fluorite and calcite crystals.  

Teresa Taylor brought several pieces of jewelry she had recently crafted (see the pictures below). 

Minny Donahue showed a necklace she made from turquoise, recently purchased at Quartzite. 

25 members and 7 guests were present. Four of the guests applied for membership. Welcome to Glenn 

and Susan Parrish, and to Marvin and Judy Belcher!  

                    

https://www.mindat.org/min-4417.html
https://www.mindat.org/loc-340.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alabandite
http://www.ruby-sapphire.com/tanzania-tanzanite-mines.htm
http://www.johnbetts-fineminerals.com/jhbnyc/mineralmuseum/gallery.php?st=1&init=Goethite%20pseudomorphs%20after%20Siderite
https://www.crystalclassics.co.uk/news/105/minerals-from-mt-malosa-zomba-malawi/
http://www.agatelady.com/photo-gallery-mineral-of-the-month-winter-2011.html
https://www.minfind.com/mineral-111662.html?id=111662
https://www.minfind.com/mineral-111662.html?id=111662
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stibnite
https://www.mindat.org/min-2566.html
https://www.mindat.org/loc-3071.html
https://www.mindat.org/loc-3416.html
http://rockhoundingar.com/rush.php
https://www.mindat.org/min-3671.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Powellite
https://www.mindat.org/loc-7430.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siderite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muscovite
https://www.mindat.org/loc-218488.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colemanite
https://www.mindat.org/loc-220818.html
https://desertfog.org/projects/ryan-camp-death-valley-ca/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysoprase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cacoxenite
http://www.mineralminers.com/html/rtqminfo.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazonite
http://www.mineralogy4kids.org/mineral/wavelite
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Our February Program: INLAY, presented by Jeff Fulkerson  

       
Jeff Fulkerson, from the San Diego area, will be giving our talk in February 10. He is an accomplished 
lapidary artist.   His work has appeared several times in the Lapidary Journal, and he has taught 
classes for the San Diego Mineral & Gem Society and at Tucson.  We are fortunate to have such a 
fabulous artist making the trek to speak to us. 

http://artistjefffulkerson.com/   https://www.facebook.com/artistjefffulkerson/ 
http://www.interweave.com/article/jewelry/metal-and-gemstone-jewelry-learn-beginning-inlay-
with-jeff-fulkerson/    http://www.aldenjeffriesdesign.com/about/ 

 

SHOWS, FIELD TRIPS, AND EVENTS  

Feb 11 – Field Trip: Tajiguas Beach, Ventura G&MS, Luther Brown, 805-312-8467, ravenwolf2@att.net 

Feb 12 – Program: Dr. Nigel Hughes on trilobites, SoCal Paleo Soc, Page Museum (rear entrance), 1:30 PM 

Feb 13 – Meeting & silent auction, Culver City R&MC, Veterans Memorial Multi-Purpose Room, 4117 Overland Ave 

Feb 17 – Program: Alan Rubin on the Solar System, MSSC, Pasadena City College, Bldg E Lecture Hall, 7:30 PM 

Feb 18 – Field trip: trilobite collecting, Nopah Range, SoCal Paleo Soc, Jennifer Kerr, jenfossils@aol.com  

Feb 18 & 19 – Field Trip: Paul Bunyan Agate, Pasadena Lapidary, Joe Goetz: 626-260-7239, joenmar1@verizon.net 

  Group campsite or you can stay in Barstow.  For information about this trip please contact Andrew Hoekstra. 

Feb 17-26 – Show: INDIO, San Gorgonio M&GS. At the Riverside Co. Fair, 82-503 HWY 111.  Hrs: 10 to 10 daily  

Mar 4 & 5 – Show:  ARCADIA, Monrovia Rockhounds.  L.A. County Arboretum, 301 North Baldwin Ave. 

  Hours: 9:00 - 4:30 daily (must pay the admission fee for the Arboretum) 

Mar 4 & 5 – Show: VENTURA, Ventura G&MS.  At the Ventura County Fairgrounds, 10 W Harbor Blvd. 

  Hours: Sat 10 - 5; Sun 10 – 4.  http://vgms.org/category/gem-show/ 

Mar 11 & 12 – Show:  SAN MARINO, Pasadena Lapidary. San Marino Masonic Center, 3130 Huntington Drive 

  Hours: Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 – 5.  http://www.pasadenalapidarysociety.org/Annual_Show.html 

Mar 11- Field Trip: Paradise Rd, Santa Barbara Co., Ventura, Luther Brown, 805-312-8467, ravenwolf2@att.net 

Mar 18 & 19 – Field Trip: Lavic Siding, Pasadena Lapidary, Joe Goetz: 626-260-7239, joenmar1@verizon.net 

http://artistjefffulkerson.com/
https://www.facebook.com/artistjefffulkerson/
http://www.interweave.com/article/jewelry/metal-and-gemstone-jewelry-learn-beginning-inlay-with-jeff-fulkerson/
http://www.interweave.com/article/jewelry/metal-and-gemstone-jewelry-learn-beginning-inlay-with-jeff-fulkerson/
http://www.aldenjeffriesdesign.com/about/
http://vgms.org/
http://www.socalpaleo.com/
http://www.culvercityrocks.org/
http://www.mineralsocal.org/
http://www.socalpaleo.com/
http://www.pasadenalapidarysociety.org/
https://www.facebook.com/sangorgoniogem/
http://datefest.org/
http://www.moroks.com/
http://www.arboretum.org/visit/hours-and-admission/
http://vgms.org/
http://vgms.org/category/gem-show/
http://www.pasadenalapidarysociety.org/
http://www.pasadenalapidarysociety.org/Annual_Show.html
http://vgms.org/
http://www.pasadenalapidarysociety.org/
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Your Slab Saw is Your Friend  – by Delvers member Martin Dougherty 

  This short tutorial on how to operate a slab saw is directed toward the new user and can be a refresher 

for the seasoned slab-miester. 

      Generally slab saws are heavy, so find a covered area indoors or outside if you have to. You probably 

won't be moving it unless yours has wheels; and take that into consideration that your saw uses oil as a 

coolant/lubricant, the area around the saw will be messy no matter what you do.   A nearby source of 

electricity, good overhead lighting and a workbench next to the saw is essential to obtain the best results. 

     Safety is number one when working with any type saw, your electric cord should be a grounded three 

prong plug, no bare wires showing and depending on the size of the blade your saw uses, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18” 

on up to 36” your motor size will vary according to size, ½ hp to 1 ¾ hp electric motors  and if you need to 

use a drop cord the bare minimum to use is a SJTW 16awg cord, the older saw motors unless they were 

upgraded will use a lot of amps just turning them on and sometimes a saw-cut can take an hour or better 

to complete so using a cord that is too small for the amperage will overheat the motor and wear it out 

prematurely. 

Never leave a running saw unattended even if it has an automatic shut-off, the moment you walk away 

bad things tend to happen, maybe you didn't secure that large rock in the saw vice well enough and it 

moves binding that $400.00 blade in a running motor, best to stay within 10 feet or so to prevent 

expensive mishaps. 

    So now you want to cut one of those prize rocks you found last weekend. Gotta know what's inside, right!  

Your saw uses oil as a lubricant or should, using water is insufficient to lubricate and keep the blade cool 

during cutting: I recommend NOT using water.  What I do recommend is using appropriate oil available 

through slab saw dealers so you have many options to choose from: I use a Shell Oil product, Amber 

Neutral Oil 100 available in 5 gallon containers.   So how much oil will I need: just enough to cover the 

diamonds on the rim of the blade, on my 18” that’s 3/8 of an inch. Adding more than what covers the rim 

will cause unnecessary drag making the motor work harder.  
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    My saw is a 1960's Great Western 18”which uses about 4 gallons of oil to cover the diamonds on the rim 

3/8”, and a combination hydraulic feed and 15lb weight to pull the rock through the blade.   The speed at 

which the rock moves through the blade is important, slow is your friend giving a smooth cut, too fast a 

feed and you get hop marks making more work for your finished piece.  

    Depending on what type of material you are cutting mud build-up in the pan will signal when it's time 

to drain the oil, your motor may run slower, overheat and shut off due to mud building up in the bottom 

of the pan to where the saw blades diamond rim are in the mud. Soft materials like Onyx, Serpentine, 

Howlite are ground away as the rock passes through the saw blade, creating a lot of mud. 

    When it's time for an oil change look forward to getting filthy, at this time the entire machine interior 

should be cleaned.   My ritual is to let the machine sit idle for at least 3 days after my last cut to let the 

mud settle out.  I use a 5 gallon bucket with a wire strainer I made to fit inside and a paper grocery bag 

resting on that and drain the oil into the bag. So now there is a layer of mud at the bottom of the pan and 

oil above that, I pull the drain plug and let the oil drain out, the mud is heavy enough that the oil will 

drain right over it, now I have reclaimed 75% of the oil leaving the mud and some oil.  The fun begins 

when it's time to push the mud through that drain hole and do the same process with the 5 gallon bucket 

strainer and grocery bag , takes 3 separate buckets and strainers on my machine, as the oil remaining 

suspended in the mud will gravitate out into the buck over several weeks time retrieving a little more oil. 

Wire Wrap Jewelry: A History from the Past to the Present – by Diane Mason 

We should begin this journey by defining just what jewelry is and does.   Jewelry is comprised of those items 

that we wear to adorn our clothes, bodies, and personalities. Wire wrap jewelry began as an ancient craft and 

continues today.   It is the only known metal jewelry craft that is created completely without soldering or  

casting: this simply means that there is no heat applied; there is no flame or torch used to melt the metals 

together.   Consequently, creating wire wrap jewelry is more of a challenge since the piece must be held 

together only by the wires themselves.  

   It is a logical assumption to believe that the first items made were of organic materials that were available to 

primitive man. Such items may have included wood, grass, nuts, seeds, bones, and shells.   At some point in 

time gemstones and metals were added.  It is unknown which metal was first found.  A copper pendant was 

discovered in what is now Iraq and has been dated at about 8,700 BCE. It is believed that gold appeared on the 

scene around 4,000 BCE. Artisans of ancient Egypt used gold to adorn their bodies more than 5,000 years ago. 

It is very unfortunate that early on so many of the tombs and relics were looted and the metals melted simply 

for their value.  Thus, we have lost many artifacts and much of our early creative history. 

   Examples of wire and beaded jewelry made by using wire wrap techniques date back thousands of years.  

The British Museum has samples of jewelry from the Sumerian dynasty found in the Cemetery of Ur that 

contain spiraled wire components.  It is known that Egyptian and Phoenician artists practiced this craft over 

4,000 years ago, and pieces have been found in the Pyramids as well as in ancient Pharaohs tombs. 

   The art of wire wrapping has been clearly identified around the time of the Phoenician empire about 1,000 

BCE. At that time gold or silver was hammered into thin sheets, cut into thin strips, and the edges filed smooth 

to make the wire. Wire was then woven into a basket of filigree and set into a breastplate. Artisans would also 

use this process to decorate family crests or coat of arms.   At approximately the same time, in the Book of 

Exodus, detailed instructions were given about setting gemstones into the priestly garments.  Biblical scholars 

have placed this event near 1446 BCE. It is unknown exactly which of these forms of wire usage might have 

occurred first. 
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   By the eighth century BCE, the Italian Etruscans in the Tuscany region produced granulated textured gold 

wire that was often used in making open pendants to hold perfume. A pin or decorative ornament thought to 

have been made sometime circa 750 BCE was found and is preserved today in a museum.   In ancient Greece, 

beads shaped into natural forms like shells and flowers were made on a fairly large scale. Beautiful and ornate 

necklaces using wire to mount these items were found in burial sites as early as 300 BCE.   Certainly as the ancient 

world grew and empires fell, the use of wire expanded and was moved around the world by traveling armies. Early 

explorers carried pieces with them, and eventually this included moving the pieces and their craft across vast oceans. 

   When early settlers to America became friendly with Native Americans, they became extremely intrigued 

with another form of jewelry.  Native Americans made jewelry with bones, animal heads, claws, and sinew. 

Thus, it is believed that this new form of craftsmanship was incorporated into some of the pieces the settlers 

were used to creating. 

   In the 1800’s, the Bohemian culture made wonderful necklaces and bracelets to connect beads and stones. 

These items were a favorite with European aristocracy for over half a century.  It would be an injustice not to 

mention the tinkers of Europe. This unique group later became known in America and other parts of the world 

as Gypsies.  While their primary use of wire was to make miniature objects such as horses, carriages, bicycles, 

boats, and other trinkets, they also made jewelry from wire.  They played a great part in the spread of this craft. 

   The earliest reference to drawn wire is in eighth century France. The first commercial wire production was in 

1270 CE in France.  This enterprise consisted of drawing metal wire through holes in beads.  Today wire 

manufacturing is much more economical, and wire is produced in vast quantities.  Wire comes in many sizes, 

shapes, and varying degrees of hardness.  There is always an appropriate wire available for the particular 

project the artisan has in mind. The wires used in designing jewelry may be from many different alloys such as 

gold, copper, brass, sterling silver, fine silver, and Argentium. The temper may be soft, medium, or hard. Hard 

and half hard wire is better used in simple wire wrap while soft wire lends itself more to sculpting and allows 

the wire to be twisted more easily.  Sizes of wire vary from the size of a sewing thread to the width of a 

watchband, thus giving the creator a larger selection of styles.  

   Modern day wire wrapping in England, Canada, and the United States can probably be attributed to an 

enterprising artist named C.G. Oxley. He first used wire wrap techniques in England as a form of occupational 

physical therapy for World War I veterans. He became so enterprising that he opened and ran a very lucrative 

jewelry business until his doors closed in 1982. Jim and Mavis Llewellyn, two of his students, traveled to Canada 

taking with them his favorite pastime of wire wrapping.  Thus, the craft once again moved across an ocean. 

   In 1994, Sir Paul Howard of Queensland, Australia became interested in the unique craft of wire wrapping.  

He met Don and Francis Mason of Bermuda who were wire artists, and became intrigued with their work. 

Sir Paul had difficulty obtaining wire in his native Australia and  eventually found a merchant in Sydney 

who would make the wire for him. 

   Today wire wrapped jewelry and craft items are not mass produced. The jewelry is popular precisely because 

of the uniqueness and individuality of each piece.  There are schools and internet classes across the United 

States and throughout the World to instruct interested students. The basic craft is simple to learn but the final 

creation may become very complex depending on the gem stone, bead, or technique the artist wishes to use. 

   This craft, unlike many others, does not require the purchase of a large amount of tools.  It does, however, 

require a desire (and the patience) to learn, as well as the willingness to spend the time required to create a 

lovely piece of jewelry.   The next time you study and admire (and covet) a piece of wire wrapped jewelry 

remember the rich amount of artisan history that you are holding in your hands and just imagine where this 

craft, will go in the future. 

Via the CMS Tumbler 11/16; the Rockhounder 11/14; Chippers’ Chatter 10/14; from the Golden Spike News 11/10 
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 Zeolite Minerals 

Zeolites are aluminosilicate minerals having a crystal structure where four oxygen atoms surround a cation  

[atomic ratio O/Al+Si)=2] forming a framework of linked tetrahedra with open cavities hosting H2O molecules.  

Zeolites are both collectable and economically important minerals. India is a prolific source of zeolite mineral 

specimens.  The most common zeolite from India is stilbite, which is often found associated with apophyllite.  

Other minerals commonly found in association with zeolites are quartz , calcite and prehnite.  The zeolite 

minerals include analcime, chabazite, clinoptilolite, heulandite, mesolite, natrolite, and thomsonite.   

About three million metric tons of zeolites were mined worldwide in 2010 from altered volcanic tuffs (volcanic 

glass/ash).  In the Western USA, they are mined from alkaline lake deposits of Pleistocene to Miocene age.  

No collectable or recognizable mineral specimens are found at commercial zeolite deposits. Mineral specimen 

zeolites are found in lavas and basalts, not only at the Deccan basalt of India, but in Oregon, Washington, New 

Jersey, Table Mountain in Colorado, Nova Scotia, Iceland, Ireland, Australia, and elsewhere worldwide.  

 

Stilbite:  (Ca0 .5,K,Na)9(Al9Si27O72)28H 2O 

Stilbite-CA - Hydrous Calcium Potassium Sodium Aluminosilicate - is a true zeolite, meaning it can lose and 

regain water of hydration with no change to its crystal structure (there also is sodium dominant stilbite-Na). 

Stilbite cannot be distinguished visually from the related mineral stellerite (many “Stilbites” may be stellerite). 

Another related zeolite mineral, heulandite, can be distinguished visually by crystal shape. 

Stilbite crystals often have a bow-tie or wheat-sheaf shape, pinched in the middle (mineralogists believe they 

are actually aggregates of many individual crystals). Although stilbite crystals are almost always twinned, this 

is not visible because the penetration twins form an angle of only about one degree. Pure stilbite is colorless, 

but it is more often colored yellow, pink, red orange or brown by impurities (primarily iron or manganese).  

 

Apophyllite:  KCa4Si8O20(F,OH)8H20 

Apophyllite-(KF), or flourapophyllite - Basic Hydrous Potassium Calcium Fluorosilicate - is not a zeolite (it can 

lose some of its water of hydration without altering its crystal structure, but it cannot regain its water of  

hydration).  Apophyllite is popular with collectors due to its transparency, bright luster and well developed 

crystal habits.  Crystals are cube-like or tabular, with “diamond-shaped” pyramid terminations, or “flat” with 

triangular corners and beveled ends.  Apophyllite can be transparent or colored green or other pale hues. 

 

Commercial Uses of Zeolites  

Zeolite minerals can exchange metal cations and absorb or filter particulates, making them extremely useful 

for absorption, molecular sieving, filtration, ion-exchange, and as chemical catalysts. They are used in water- 

and gas-purification systems, in the petrochemical and chemical industries, as radioactive-waste-removal 

mediums, and in soil amendments and controlled release fertilizers.  They are used in laundry detergents, in 

animal feeds and pet litter, as carriers for pesticides and fungicides, for water purification, for odor control,  

in aquaculture, and as oil absorbent. Synthetic zeolites, developed from study of naturally occurring zeolites, 

now account for half of the world zeolite usage. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeolite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heulandite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natrolite
http://www.netartsbaytoday.org/html/zeolites_of_oceanside.html
http://davealex.com/earthfire/north-table-mountain-zeolites/
https://www.mindat.org/min-3785.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophyllite
http://www.explainthatstuff.com/zeolites.html
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Regular Meeting of the 
Delvers Gem and Mineral Society 

February 10th, @ 7:00 PM  
 at the Holy Redeemer Church, 

 14515 Blaine Ave., Bellflower, CA 

Jeff Fulkerson, Lapidary Artist  
Program on Inlay Technique    

Visitors  are a lways welcome!  

Board Meeting (all members invited) 6:30 PM 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The Delvers is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization 
promoting education in the earth sciences, including the 
study of minerals, gems and fossils and the lapidary arts. 
Founded in 1948, the club was incorporated in 1954 in  
the City of Downey, CA.  Visitors are always welcome at 
our monthly meetings. The Delvers support a scholarship 
for geology students at Cerritos College. 
             https://delversgemclub.wordpress.com/ 

And we also can be found at  Facebook 

The  Delvings newsletter  is  published monthly.  
Submissions and suggestions are welcome. Articles and 
photographs not otherwise credited are the responsibility 
of the editor.  Permission to reproduce original material 
published herein will generally be granted, provided that 
the editor is notified and confirms the author's consent, 
and the sense or meaning of the material is not altered. 

Delvings Editor, Andrew Hoekstra: delvings@yahoo.com 

https://delversgemclub.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Delvers-Gem-Mineral-Society-916049781796766/

